
Dear Membership,

With so many bond transactions recently and negotiations currently taking place, we felt

that it was a good idea to explain the expected procedure for buying and selling bonds and

etiquette for good faith negotiations..

It is important to note that the Board of Directors does not involve themselves in

negotiations and brokering deals.  However, the Board of Directors does have the sole

discretion of approving any bond transaction based on member feedback, etiquette during

negotiations and history at the club.

For Potential Sellers:

● The seller goes to the Piquet Lane website (www.piquetlane.net). There, they click the

Membership (Dues and Info) tab. Scroll down until you can click Buying and Selling

Bonds. On this page there is a form to list your bond for sale.  To do this, click on the

link for SELL MY BOND to complete a form that adds your name to a list of sellers.

● On the same page, a buyer or a seller can review all the potential BUYERS and/or

SELLERS by choosing the appropriate report to view.

For Interested Buyers

● A potential buyer visits the Piquet Lane website (www.piquetlane.net). There, they

click the Membership (Dues and Info) tab. Scroll down until you can click Buying

and Selling Bonds. On this page there is a form to list your interest in purchasing a

bond.  To do this, click on the link for BUY A BOND to complete a form that adds

your name to a list of interested buyers..

● On the same page, a buyer or a seller can review all the potential BUYERS and/or

SELLERS by choosing the appropriate report to view.
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NEGOTIATIONS

● All negotiations are exclusively between buyer and seller. These include: price of the

bond and the payment of the bond transfer fee ($350). The Board of Directors does

not get involved in pricing, negotiations, or personal opinions for obvious reasons.

● All bond pricing is private until a sale has been completed and the deal is closed. At

that point, the information is public for our bondholders. If you have any questions

about previous sales, you can contact us at piquetoffice@gmail.com.

● Deals may be initiated by either the buyer or the seller. Both are totally acceptable

ways to start a negotiation. Oftentimes multiple discussions occur simultaneously.

● Once you have negotiated: price of the bond and the payment of the bond transfer fee

($350). Please complete the following - all found on the website under Bond

Transaction Closing Procedures:

a. The seller should complete the Intent to Sell form

b. The buyer should complete the Application for Membership

● Completion of both forms signifies an end to negotiations and an acceptance of the

agreement to sell/buy.  This will result in the removal of both the buyer and seller

from their respective lists.  All other negotiations should cease.

● The Board of Directors will send out an email to alert the membership of the sale and

to allow for feedback. There is a 3-5-day time frame in which people can respond.

Once this email has been distributed, the buyer and seller should not entertain any

offers.  And, no other party should approach the buyer and seller with negotiations.

● The Board member who does the closings will set up a meeting and walk both the

buyer and seller through the process.  This meeting MUST occur within ten days of

the agreement.

We are here to help. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to reach out to us.

The Board of Directors
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